Community/Curriculum Based Assessment/Training
Specific Learner Outcomes (Subtasks)

STUDENT: ________________________________

SITE: ____________________________________

OCCUPATION: __________________________

DATE(S): ____________________________

01 - INDEPENDENT - PERFORMS TASK WITH EXCEPTIONAL ABILITY. DOES NOT REQUIRE SUPERVISION AFTER INITIAL INSTRUCTION
02 - MINIMAL SUPERVISION - PERFORMS TASK WITH APPROPRIATE SPEED AND QUALITY. MAY REQUIRE MINIMAL SUPERVISION AFTER INITIAL INSTRUCTION.
03 - FREQUENT GUIDANCE/ASSISTANCE - PERFORMS TASK WITH FREQUENT DIRECTION OR ASSISTANCE (CUE, PROMPT, DEMONSTRATE).
04 - DEPENDENT - PERFORMS TASK ONLY WITH STAFF ASSISTANCE (CUE, PROMPT, MANUAL GUIDANCE)
05 - UNABLE - CANNOT/WILL NOT PERFORM TASK OR COMPETENCY (SEE COMMENTS).

PERSON COMPLETING FORM: ____________________________ DATE: ____________________________

Intermediate District 287 Transition Consortium